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Our Favorite Books
Winter is for Snow - Neubecker
Sneezy the Snowman - Wright
Pip and Posy: The Snowy Day - Axel
Scheffler
You Make Me Smile - Layn Marlow
If You’re Happy and You Know It,
Clap Your Paws! - Kim Norman
Snow - Uri Shulevitz
All You Need for a Snowman - Alice
Schertle

My Mittens

Our Favorite Songs
“The Freeze” by Carol Peterson on
Dancing Feet CD
“The Mitten Song” by Rachel Buchman on Sing a Song of Seasons CD
“Snowflakes Falling” on Piggyback
Songs-Singable Poems CD

Snowman Snack

Mittens for the snow time,
When the world is white.
(flutter fingers like snow)

Ingredients:
-banana body
-apple hat
-raisin eyes
and buttons
-pretzel arms
-carrot (what
else?) nose

Mittens for my two hands,
Mitten left and right.
(wave left, then right)
Mittens with a thumb place,
(thumbs up)
Mittens warm and snug,
Mittens make me feel like a bug
inside a rug!
(wrap one hand over the other)

Snowman Paint
Mix equal parts of Elmer’s glue
and white shaving cream in a
bowl. Add clear glitter and
paint! It will dry puffy.
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